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FOREWORD

This report by the United States Geological Survey provides 

scientific data and interpretations to assist the Department of 

Housing and Urban Development in establishing criteria for guiding 

its participation in areas exposed to volcanic hazards on the Island 

of Hawaii. The technical information and the accompanying volcanic 

hazards risk map also provide valuable information to other users 

for determining the nature and extent of the hazard on the Island 

and for planning appropriate land uses. The study focuses on the 

Island of Hawaii, but volcanic hazards are found in several other 

areas of the continental United States. Accordingly, many of the 

hazard risk evaluation techniques developed and the findings are of 

immediate value to other Federal, State and local governmental 

agencies and the private sector.

The report, "VOLCANIC HAZARDS OS THE ISIABD OF HAWAII11 results 

from a cooperative effort by the two participating agencies to help 

insure that HUD 'a policy and program decisions are supported by the 

best available scientific and technical information. The study was 

initiated and funded by HUD 'a Office of Policy Development and 

Research and carried out by the Geological Survey. We hope that the 

approach illustrated by this report encourages others to consider 

physical environmental factors, particularly geologic hazards, in 

their land use planning and decision-making process »

Michael H. Moskow V. E. McKelvey 
Assistant Secretary for Director 
Policy Development and Research U. S. Geological Survey 
Department of Housing and Department of the Interior 
Urban Development
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VOLCANIC HAZARDS ON THE ISLAND OF HAWAII

By DONAL R. MLJLLINEA1JX and DONALD W. PETERSON j

ABSTRACT  '$

Volcanic hazards on the Island of Hawaii have been determined to be I
chiefly products of eruptions: lava flows, falling fragments, gases, and i|
particle-and-gas clouds. Falling fragments and particle-and-gas clouds ;*
can be substantial hazards to life, but they are relatively rare. Lava ; |
flows are the chief hazard to property; they are frequent and cover broad I
areas. Rupture, subsidence, earthquakes, and sea waves (tsunamis) caused -i
by eruptions are minor hazards; those same events caused by large-scale ft
crustal movements, however, are major hazards to both life and property. w

	T
Volcanic hazards are greatest on Mauna Loa and Kilauea, and the risk is J
highest along the rift zones of those volcanoes. The hazards are 8'
progressively less severe on Hualalai, Mauna Kea, and Kbhala volcanoes. |
Some risk from earthquakes extends across the entire island, and the t
risk from tsunamis is high all along the coast. 4

The island has been divided into geographic zones of different relative *f
risk for each volcanic hazard, and for all those hazards combined. Each ^
zone is assigned a relative risk for that area as a whole; the degree of |
risk varies within the zones, however, and in some of them the risk J
decreases gradationally across the entire zone. Moreover, the risk in \
one zone may be locally as great or greater than that at some points in f
the zone of next higher overall risk. Nevertheless, the zones can be ' 
highly useful for land-use planning.

Planning decisions to which the report is particularly applicable include I
the selection of kinds of structures and kinds of land use that are v
appropriate for the severity and types of hazards present. For example, *
construction of buildings that can resist a lava flow is generally not I
feasible, but it is both feasible and desirable to build structures that :
can resist falling rock fragments, earthquakes, and tsunamis in areas |
where risk from those hazards is relatively high. The report can also be ?
used to select sites where overall risk is relatively low, to identify :
sites where either overall risk or risk from some specific hazard is rela- |
tively high, and to identify areas in which there is a threat to lives as j
well as to property. The report further can serve as a basis for warning ! 
persons about hazards in areas most likely to be affected by volcanic 
eruptions. Perhaps most important, however, the report provides basic 
information needed for zoning to control future land use.



INTRODUCTION

Man's use of areas on the Island of Hawaii in which future volcanic 
activity can be expected creates a potential hazard to health, life, and 
property. In recognition of the hazard, the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development has acted to exclude two vulnerable areas from further 
housing mortgage participation, while recognizing that there are other 
land areas also subject to volcanic action. The chief purpose of this 
report is to evaluate available scientific data on the nature and distri- 
bution of volcanic hazards on the island, in order to assist HUD in estab 
lishing criteria for future participation in areas subject to volcanic 
hazards. The study was requested by the HUD Region IX Administrator and 
was initiated and funded by HUD's Office of Policy Development and 
Research. This report should also prove of value to others concerned 
with assessing volcanic hazards on the island.

While the threat from volcanoes is perhaps most obvious on the Island of 
Hawaii, volcanic hazards also exist in other parts of the United States 
and its possessions. A second purpose of the report is to provide a brief 
statement of the location of those other areas that are threatened by vol 
canic activity, and the kinds of volcanic hazards to which those areas are 
subject.

Background

Volcanic activity built the entire Island of Hawaii, and the same kind of 
activity continues today. Three of the five volcanoes that make up the 
island--Hualalai, Mauna Loa, and Kilauea--have erupted since Europeans 
arrived there, and as of May 1973 Kilauea volcano had been in eruption 
nearly continuously for 4 years. More than half of the island is subject 
to burial by lava flows emanating from Mauna Loa and Kilauea, two of the 
most active volcanoes in the world. Destruction of man's works by lava 
flows and to a lesser extent by falls of rock fragments can be 
catastrophic.

Areas subject to lava flows from Mauna Loa and Kilauea include parts of 
the city of Hilo, the economic and transportation center of the island. 
Since 1880, four lava flows have extended to within 10 miles of the pres 
ent city; one reached into an area that is now occupied by residences. 
Elsewhere, lava flows from the east rift zone of Kilauea caused consider 
able damage in 1955 and 1960. The 1960 eruption destroyed more than 
80 buildings of the town of Kapoho and covered some 2,500 acres of land, 
several hundred of which were cultivated (Richter and others, 1970).

The potential for loss increases on the island as population and develop 
ments expand. In Hilo, the potential for a substantial financial loss is 
high because of the concentration of buildings and other structures. The 
probability that some loss will occur, however, is higher in several other 
areas, some of which have been platted with improved streets on recent 
lava flows. Information regarding the location, probability, and poten 
tial severity of hazards is essential to reduce future losses frora 
volcanic activity on this island, as well as in other parts of the United 
States.



Content, arrangement, and use of report

This report consists of a large-scale map (1:125,000, pi. I) and an 
explanatory text accompanied by several small-scale maps. The large- 
scale map shows the extent and dates of historic flows on the Island 
of Hawaii, the location of known eruptive vents, and several zones 
of relative overall risk from volcanic hazards on the island.

The text to follow describes (1) the results of the study in brief,
(2) basic information concerning volcanic activity in Hawaii, and
(3) volcanic products and events that constitute the hazards. The 
description of volcanic activity discusses the construction of the vol 
canoes that form the islands, their developmental stages, and the kinds 
of eruptions that are typical of these volcanoes. It also includes an 
evaluation of current ability to predict the times and locations of 
future volcanic eruptions, and of the possibility of controlling those 
eruptions or the distribution of the eruptive products.

The next part of the text describes each hazard individually, its effects 
on people and property, criteria that were used to determine the location 
and extent of the hazard, and zones of relative risk that are recognized. 
Accompanying small-scale maps (about 1:750,000) show the distribution of 
relative risk from some hazards.

The third section of the report describes the interpretation of relative 
risk from all volcanic hazards, which is presented on the large-scale map, 
and the final section treats volcanic hazards elsewhere in the United 
States.

The report and maps should be useful in understanding the origin and 
character of volcanic hazards on the island, and as a guide to evaluation 
of relative risk from those hazards. The maps should be used only with 
great caution, however, in comparison of the risk at one site to the risk 
at another, especially if the sites are either close together or on 
different volcanoes. Caution is needed because the risks from these 
hazards are, in detail, neither uniform nor regularly gradational within 
or between areas.

Even on a single volcano, the lack of uniformity or regular gradation of 
risks exists, because (1) not all eruptions occur from the same vent, 
(2) not all vents erupt with the same frequency, and (3) local topographic 
variations prevent uniform distribution of the effects of the eruptions. 
Zones are established only for an average risk, and the range of risk in a 
zone can be considerable. Moreover, the range of risk in one area can 
overlap that in an adjacent zone of different average risk.



PRINCIPAL RESULTS 

Kinds of hazards

Volcanic hazards that affect persons and property on Hawaii Island are 
categorized broadly into two types, called "direct" and "indirect" hazards. 
Direct hazards are the products of volcanic eruptions; namely, lava flows, 
falling rock fragments, drifting volcanic gases, and particle-and-gas 
clouds. Indirect hazards include ground movements that accompany erup 
tions, such as subsidence, surface ruptures, and earthquakes, and also 
certain unusual sea waves called tsunamis.

Ground movements and tsunamis can be caused not only by volcanic eruptions 
but also by shifting of large parts of the earth's crust ("tectonic" move 
ments). The effects are similar regardless of cause, but effects of 
tectonic movements can be more violent and widespread. Some tectonic 
movements that affect Hawaii occur at great distances from the island and 
are clearly unrelated to volcanism on the island. Some tectonic movements 
that occur beneath the island or adjacent to it also have no apparent 
relation to volcanism on the island. Other such movements, however, may 
be caused by the subsurface movement of molten rock; thus, in a sense, 
they could be regarded as related to volcanic activity even though no 
eruption occurred. For the sake of simplicity, all ground movements and 
tsunamis are described together in this report, regardless of their origin.

Risks to life and property

Products of eruptions on the island endanger people only slightly, but some 
can be highly destructive of property. The main risk is from burial by 
lava flows, which move so slowly that people can avoid them, yet the flows 
can bury large tracts of land and demolish all structures on that land.

Ground movements and tsunamis caused by eruptions on Hawaii also do not 
significantly endanger people, because those events are of such small 
magnitude. The ground movements can damage property severely, but that 
damage generally is very localized.

In contrast, some ground movements and tsunamis that result from tectonic 
activity significantly endanger both people and property. The main danger 
from these tectonic events comes from earthquake shaking and from tsunamis; 
the potential danger to life from tsunamis generated by tectonic movements 
probably is greater than that from all the volcanic hazards combined.

Location and degree of risks

The distribution of each of these hazards on Hawaii Island is related to 
the activity of the various volcanoes and locations of their caldera and 
rift zones, and to the proximity of certain fault zones and the seacoast. 
Consequently, risk from certain hazards exists in some areas and not in 
others, and the degree of risk from some hazards varies from place to 
place. The highest degree of risk from direct volcanic hazards is on vol 
canoes that are most likely to erupt in the future, because direct hazards 
affect chiefly the surface of the volcano that erupted them. The



probability that a volcano will erupt in the future is judged from its 
past activity. Kohala and Mauna Kea have not erupted for thousands of 
years, and the risk on them is relatively low. Mauna Loa and Kilauea 
have erupted throughout the time of written history in Hawaii, about 
200 years; risk on them is relatively high, because they must be expected 
to erupt repeatedly in the future. Hualalai has erupted only once during 
the last 200 years, and risk on it is judged to be intermediate. On each 
of the last three named volcanoes, the risk is highest within their cal- 
dera and rift zones and decreases gradationally downslope from those 
zones. Zones of relative risk and criteria on which the zones are based 
are discussed for each direct hazard.

The highest degree of risk from subsidence and ruptures of the ground 
surface is within the rift zones of Mauna Loa and Kilauea, along other 
fault zones, and along the southwest and southeast coasts of the island 
where coastal blocks might subside below sea level. Zones of relative 
risk from subsidence and rupture are mapped and discussed. Risk from 
strong earthquake shaking extends over the entire island, and zones of 
different risk are not mapped.

The highest degree of risk from tsunamis is obviously near the shoreline, 
and the risk decreases inland with increasing distance and height above 
sea level. The total area subject to tsunami damage is small; reported 
tsunamis on Hawaii have reached no more than about 60 feet above normal 
sea level, and no more than a mile or so inland even on land that is 
close to sea level.

Zones of relative risk

The island has been subdivided into zones of relative risk for most direct 
hazards, for subsidence, and for surface rupture. The greatest risk over 
the island except for narrow coastal strips is judged to be from direct 
hazards. Consequently, the distribution of direct hazards nearly defines 
the pattern of cumulative risk from all volcanic hazards.

As a first step, the island can be subdivided into three areal units that 
are distinguished by relatively well defined boundaries and significantly 
different risks from direct volcanic hazards. These units are (1) Kohala 
Mountain, (2) Mauna Kea, and (3) Hualalai, Mauna Loa, and Kilauea com 
bined. Each unit thus consists of one or more volcanoes whose slopes 
would receive the main effects of their products of eruption. The slope 
junctions between adjacent volcanoes form natural physical barriers to 
the spread of lava flows, and the probability of an eruption within each 
unit is very different from that in the other units.

The third unit is subdivided, because the risk within it is clearly not 
the same everywhere. Hualalai volcano is separated from the other two 
volcanoes because it has erupted less frequently. On each of these three 
volcanoes, the risk is highest within its caldera and rift zones where 
most eruptions occur. Historic evidence indicates that the risk also is 
notably different from place to place on the slopes of Mauna Loa.



The junction between Hualalai and Mauna Loa is not conspicuous or well 
defined, because those slopes are gentle, and lava flows from the two 
volcanoes may overlap. That risk-zone boundary is based on a physical 
feature but is only approximately located. In contrast, most boundaries 
between risk zones on Hualalai, Mauna Loa, and Kilauea are based on judg 
ments of different overall risk between areas that are not separated by 
physical boundaries, and the risk generally grades.with little or no 
obvious break across the boundaries. Consequently, those zones are rela 
tively subjective, and the boundaries between them are arbitrary.

There is an important difference between boundaries controlled by surface 
features and those whose positions are arbitrarily placed. For the former, 
the risk at a site barely on one side of the boundary may be far greater 
than the risk barely on the other side; in addition, the accuracy of the 
position of that boundary might be improved by a site investigation. For 
the latter, the risk just on one side of the boundary is not substantially 
different from the risk just on the other side, and the position of the 
boundary probably cannot be refined by a detailed investigation.

The extents of zones of overall risk are influenced very little by consid 
eration of indirect hazards, because subsidence and rupture occur chiefly 
in the very same caldera and rift zones in which direct hazards are great 
est, and the hazard of strong earthquake shaking extends over the whole 
island. The risk from subsidence is regarded as great enough along two 
shoreline strips in the southern part of the island to show an increase in 
overall risk in those areas.

Although the risk from tsunamis caused by eruptions is slight, the risk 
from tsunamis caused by tectonic events is great. The risk decreases 
gradationally but not uniformly inland from the shore. The endangered 
area is not mapped because it cannot accurately be determined at the 
present time.
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f HAWAIIAN VOLCANIC ACTIVITY 
U
H| The Hawaiian Island chain

I All the islands of the Hawaiian Archipelago were formed by construction of
\ volcanoes. The islands are part of a mountain chain that rises from the
* sea floor, approximately 15,000 feet below sea level, to reach a maximum 

	height at the summit of Mauna Kea on the Island of Hawaii at 13,784 feet 
i above sea level. The archipelago extends in a west-northwest to east- 
j southeast direction, and the total mountain chain, including the undersea 
| portion, is about 1,600 miles long and averages about 125 miles wide. Hbw- 
| ever, the part that comprises the eight main islands at the southeast end
* of the archipelago is only about 400 miles long (fig. 1).

r Throughout several tens of millions of years, the center of volcanic
I activity seems to have migrated from northwest to southeast. Overall, the
i oldest islands of the chain are at the northwest, and the volcanoes that

rise above the sea are progressively younger toward the southeast. Hawaii, 
the southeasternmost island, is the site of the only current volcanic 
activity and is the only island upon which frequent future activity is 
likely, although sporadic eruptive activity may possibly occur on other 
islands. Since the Island of Hawaii is still growing, future volcanic 
activity can be expected to affect large areas there.

The Island of Hawaii

Hawaii Island is made up of five individual volcanoes: Kohala, Mauna Kea, 
Hualalai, Mauna Loa, and Kilauea (fig. 2). The island has a maximum north- 
south length of 93 miles, an east-west length of 76 miles, and covers an 
area of 4,030 square miles. Kohala, whose summit has an elevation of 
5,480 feet, probably has not erupted for several tens of thousands of 
years. Mauna Kea, whose summit is at 13,784 feet, has had no eruptions in 
historic time, but shows evidence of having erupted a few times within the 
past five thousand years. Based on the infrequency of Mauna Kea's erup- 
tions in the recent past, the probability is very low that any activity 
will occur during the next several decades, but the possibility cannot be 
completely dismissed. It will, however, probably erupt again at some time 
in the future; these eruptions will likely be of an explosive type that 
produces abundant blocks and ash that cover areas near the eruptive site 
with large and small fragments. Hualalai, whose summit is at 8,271 feet, 
last erupted during 1800 and 1801 and can be expected to erupt again. 
Again, based on the infrequency of recent activity, the probability of an 
eruption in the ijmmediate future is low.

Mauna Loa, 13,677 feet, and Kilauea, 4,090 feet, are both highly active 
volcanoes. Between the years 1830 and 1950, Mauna Loa erupted on the 
average of once every 3 1/2 years (table 1). The volcano is said to be 
erupting at any time molten lava can be observed, even when none is being 
emitted from the vent. During the period from 1830 to 1950, Mauna Loa 
erupted a greater volume of lava than any other volcano on earth. About 
half of its historic eruptions were confined to the caldera itself, so 
that lava did not affect the adjacent flanks of the volcano. During other 
eruptions, lava either overflowed the caldera or was emitted from rift
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zones or other points lower on the mountain. These eruptions produced at 
least 40 separate lava tongues that extended several miles or more down 
the volcano slopes, and at least eight of these reached the sea. Although 
Mauna Loa has not erupted since 1950, it could resume its activity at any 
time on rather short notice.

Kilauea is believed to have been continuously active during most of the 
century from 1823 to 1924 (table 2). From 1924 to 1965, some 21 separate 
eruptions were recorded. Since 1967 it has followed a pattern of long- 
lasting eruptions, and, while nine separate eruptions were recorded during 
the 5-year period from 1967 to 1972, the volcano was active during about 
80 percent of the time. More than half of Kilauea f s historic eruptions 
were confined to the caldera, and another third emitted lava that remained 
essentially within the rift zones. The other eruptions, however, produced 
about 25 lava tongues that extended beyond the rift zones, and about 10 of 
these reached the coastline.

Hawaii's volcanoes are shield types--both Mauna Loa and Kilauea are excel 
lent examples. They are broad, gently sloping stacks of. thousands of 
individual lava flows. Most of the flows are long, relatively narrow lobes 
of dark-colored basaltic lava that slope downward away from either the 
central summit area or from ridges that descend the volcano's flanks. The 
slopes of Hawaiian volcanoes are gentle because of the highly fluid charac 
ter of basaltic lava when it is erupted. This fluid lava quickly flows 
downslope and can travel for long distances instead of piling up close to 
the vent to form steep-sided cones such as those built by the more viscous 
lavas of many volcanoes elsewhere in the world.

Hawaiian volcanoes tend to follow a life cycle; after their period of 
greatest growth, known as the shield-building stage, they begin to erupt 
lavas that, because of a slight change in chemical composition, are more 
viscous. During an early stage of this change a volcano may continue to 
erupt highly fluid lavas, yet increasingly the flows tend to be stiffer 
and shorter, so that the upper flanks of the mountain become steeper. In 
this stage, explosive eruptions become more frequent, building numerous 
cinder cones over the vents, and thus further steepening the upper flanks 
of the volcano. Hualalai volcano has erupted highly fluid lava in historic 
time, yet has constructed larger cinder cones over its summit and rift 
zones than has either Mauna Loa or Kilauea. In a still later stage of 
development, a Hawaiian volcano becomes less likely to erupt highly fluid 
lava flows at all. Flows become typically short and stubby, cinder cones 
become larger and more numerous, and eruptions become less and less fre 
quent. Mauna Kea has reached such a stage. Kohala is in an even older 
stage, and is expected to erupt even less frequently. Some volcanoes do 
not experience every stage. However, studies on other islands have shown 
that brief outbreaks may occur even after very long periods of dormancy. 
Therefore, none of the volcanoes on the main Hawaiian Islands can be 
regarded as totally extinct.

Large craterlike depressions, known as calderas, indent the summit areas 
of both Mauna Loa and Kilauea. Mokuaweoweo, Mauna Loa's summit caldera, 
is 3 miles long and 1 1/2 miles wide, and its bounding walls are as much 
as 600 feet high (fig. 3). Kilauea's summit caldera is 2 1/2 miles long,

11



TABLE 2. Historic eruptiona of Kilauea1 (from Macdonald and Hubbard, 1973).

Year
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Figure 3. Mokuaweoweo c alder a and adjacent pit craters 
on the summit of Mauna Loa. View from the southwest. 
The large caldera is about 9,000 feet from left to 
rigit. From Wentworth and Macdonald (1953).
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2 miles wide, and its bounding walls have a maximum height of 500 feet. 
Mauna Loa and Kilauea each have two major rift zones that extend from the 
summit down the flanks of the mountain; some continue below sea level 
beyond the coast. These rift zones (fig. 4) are zones of weakness along 
which lie faults, cracks, cones, and craters, many of which have been vol 
canic vents through which lava has been erupted. Because the rift zones 
have been sources of lava, broad ridges have developed along most of them.

Behavior of Hawaiian eruptions

Almost all historic eruptions of Mauna Loa and Kilauea have issued from 
vents either within or bordering the summit calderas or along a rift zone. 
The lava is ejected in various ways, ranging from spectacular fountains 
that shoot many hundreds of feet high, to placid outwellings that pour 
quietly from vents, to sluggish pools that barely move at all. The erup 
tive behavior is governed by interrelations among several factors that 
include the volume and rate of extrusion, the rate at which gas escapes 
from the lava, and the size and shape of the vent orifices.

Many Hawaiian eruptions begin as lines of lava fountains erupting from 
linear fissures that may range from a few hundred feet to more than a mile 
in length. A linear-fountain eruption is popularly known as a "curtain of 
fire." Such fountains may last from only a few minutes to a few days, but 
this initial vigorous lava emission typically lasts for several hours. 
The linear extent of the fountains tends to contract gradually, and erupt 
ing lava may eventually be confined to just a single vent or perhaps to 
several separate vents at intervals along the line. The violence of the 
eruption may vary widely, and periods of vigorous emission alternate with 
periods of little or no activity. Some periods may be characterized by 
very quiet overflows of lava. At still other times lava may be confined 
to within the vent itself while churning violently, circulating quietly, 
or barely moving at all.

At times, an active lava lake may develop within a crater. Such lakes are 
fed either from below by one or more vents or from an external source, and 
the lava continually exhibits changing patterns of circulation and may 
show quiet to vigorous temporary fountains. The level of the lake surface 
may sometimes rise to the rim and overflow, and subsequently withdraw to a 
lower level. During times when lava is confined within an active lake, 
vents elsewhere may be erupting more actively.

Eruptions may last from only a few minutes to many years, and a great 
variety of behavior may occur during a single eruption. The longest 
recorded continuous eruptions occurred at Kilauea during the period from 
1823 to 1924, when a lava lake was active for years at a time.

Although the vast majority of Hawaiian eruptions are mild, as described 
above, on rare occasions the volcanoes erupt explosively. Twice within 
recorded history Kilauea has had episodes of explosive eruptions, and 
deposits of rock fragments interlayered with lava flows show that similar 
episodes have occurred in the recent geologic past. The two historic 
explosive eruptions demonstrate two different types of events that can 
result from such activity. In one type, explosions propel solid or molten
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Figure 4. Fissure and cones along the northeast rift zone of 
Mauna Loa volcano. Puu Ulaula, in the upper rigfrt corner, 
is a cinder cone about Q.4 mile across, the general slope 
of the ground surface is toward the left. Vertical air 
photo by 18th Air Base Photo Laboratory, Air Corps, U.S. Army,
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material and gases high into the air. Large fragments that are carried to 
relatively low altitudes are little affected by wind and they fall back 
close to the vent. Finer particles are carried higher and are more strongly 
affected by wind; progressively smaller particles fall back to the surface 
farther and farther from the vent. The second type of event occurs when a 
dense cloud of intimately associated particles and gas is erupted above and 
beside the vent. The particles and gas act as a mass that is heavier than 
air, and the mass may move outward and downward because of the explosive 
force or the force of gravity. The mass of hot particles and gas can travel 
at high speed and reach as much as several miles from the source vent.

Explosive eruptions that cause both kinds of events are believed to result 
chiefly from water gaining access to extremely hot molten or solid rock. 
The water then is explosively heated to steam, and the resultant eruption 
may eject molten material, solid rock fragments, or both.

Products of Hawaiian eruptions

Lava extruded from a vent forms a flow that moves downslope away from the 
vent. The size, form, and behavior of lava flows vary widely according to 
the rate of the eruption, the shape of the vents, the topography over which 
the flow moves, and distance already traveled from the vent. Because of 
appreciable ground slopes at most localities, the flows are lobate or tongue 
shaped, with their long dimension extending downslope away from the vent. 
Flows are generally many times longer than they are wide, as is shown on the 
map outlining the historic flows (pi. I). This map shows that most of the 
major historic eruptions have produced lava flows that range in length from 
2 miles to 20 miles, and their widths vary from a few hundred feet to about 
2 miles. The 1859 flow from the north flank of Mauna Loa reached a length 
of 35 miles from its point of eruption to where it entered the ocean. The 
flows are generally thin on steep slopes, and thicken on gentle ones.

Lava flows travel at different rates of speed. The front of a voluminous 
flow on steep ground may reach velocities of more than 5 miles per hour, 
and lava streams in well-established channels may exceed velocities of 
25 miles per hour. On the other hand, small flows, thin flows, and flows 
on flat ground may advance only a few feet per hour. The fronts of most 
Hawaiian lava flows advance at rates much slower than a person can walk, 
though occasional dangerous exceptions occur.

Lava in Hawaii is classified into two main types called pahoehoe and aa, 
according to its surface characteristics. Pahoehoe is lava with a gener 
ally smooth and even or gently undulating surface; in detail it can assume 
a nearly endless variety of forms, especially ropy, billowy, and entrail- 
like shapes. Aa lava has a very rough, spiny, or clinkery type of surface, 
and aa flows are often blocky.

When erupted from the vent, most lava is pahoehoe, and much lava retains 
the pahoehoe form throughout its movement, cooling, and solidification. 
The pahoehoe form tends to be retained when lava does not travel far, when 
slopes are gentle, and when rate of eruption is slow or moderate. Lava 
tubes form readily in pahoehoe and may conduct flows for great distances, 
insulating the lava and permitting it to remain sufficiently fluid to form
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pahoehoe far from its point of eruption. In some flows, however, viscosity 
increases as the lava cools and degasses, but the volume of the flow and 
the slope of the ground cause the lava to keep moving, and the viscous lava 
surface is then torn and contorted into the rough and clinkery form of aa. 
Aa flows may be formed under many conditions, but the largest are formed 
when large volumes of rapidly erupted lava flow down relatively steep 
slopes for great distances. Because a single flow may grade from pahoehoe 
to aa as gas and heat are lost, all transitions between pahoehoe and aa 
occur.

Individual pahoehoe flows are thin, and range in thickness from a few 
inches to perhaps as much as 8 feet. During the course of a single erup 
tion, however, repeated pahoehoe flows may build up thicknesses of tens or 
even hundreds of feet. Individual aa flows, although they can be as thin 
as a foot or so, tend to be thicker, and although they may reach thick 
nesses of as much as 50 feet they probably average between 5 and 25 feet 
thick.

The specific paths followed by lava flows may be quite unpredictable 
(fig. 5). Lava can be expected to flow downslope away from vents, but 
because the fluid is viscous and because parts of it are continually 
solidifying by cooling it does not necessarily flow across the lowest 
areas of the ground in the manner of streams or floods of water. There 
fore, ground higher than surrounding areas is not necessarily immune from 
being covered by lava, nor will low ground necessarily be covered first. 
However, all areas downslope from volcanic vents should be considered 
vulnerable to eventual burial by lava flows.

When cooled, lava forms a relatively strong rock, but test data of mechan 
ical properties of fresh Hawaiian lava flows are sparse. Commonly reported 
values for compressive strength of basalts in general, however, range from 
about 15,000 to 60,000 psi. Some elastic-property values for basalts that 
range in density from about 2.0 to 3.0 are shown in table 3.

The lava flows range more widely in mechanical properties than is indicated 
by most test data. The widest variations probably are functions of vesicu- 
larity (porosity) and of fracture spacing. Near a vent, lava is relatively 
gaseous, and if cooled quickly it is relatively porous. Lava flows tend to 
lose gas and become denser with increasing distance from a vent. Most 
mechanical-property values generally reported are from fairly dense rock. 
Flows near a vent, however, may have densities near or even lower than 1.0, 
and the surfaces of some flows are porous enough to crush underfoot.

Fracture spacing is especially important to ease of excavation. Rocks with 
the strength of Hawaiian basalt flows may be rippable if fracture spacing 
is on the order of 1 to a few inches, but blasting may be necessary to 
fracture them if the spacing is on the order of several feet (Fookes and 
others, 1971). Consequently, field examination of porosity and fracturing 
is necessary to evaluate the mechanical properties of a specific lava flow.

Episodes of high fountains produce individual molten clots, droplets, and 
threads. Many of these particles fall back into a lava flow, where they 
are incorporated and become part of the flow, or when large masses of
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Figure 5. Lava flows on the southeast flank 
of Kilauea. Flows branch and rejoin, leaving 
areas surrounded but not covered (Iclpukas).
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TABLE 3. Elastic properties of some Hawaiian Basalts, 
(from Mangmani and Woollard, 1965)

SAMPLE

Olivine basalt

Olivine basalt

Olivire basalt

Olivine basalt
(ankaramite)

Olivine basalt

Eclogite

Amphibolite

Hawaiire

Trachyte

v,,'
km/sec

4.95
4.63
4.82

4.65

5.65
4.38
5.4?

5.08

5.52

6.06
5.82
5.86

6.90
6.75
6.76

4.20

5.18

V.

km/ sec

2.56

2.50

3-10

3-02

2.76

2.94

3.53

2.51

2.83

c
(DENSITY)

g/cc

2.0

2.30

2.36

2.40

2.60

2.81

2.95

2.59

2.60

«
(BULK

MODULUS)
dynes/cm'x 10-"

3.15

3.05

4.03

4.6

5.27

6.29

8.5

2.4

4.22

M
(MODULUS

OP
RIGIDITY)
dynes/cm*x 10-"

1.31

1.47

2.27

2.18

1.98

2.43

3.67

1.63

2.08

K
(YOUNG'S
MODULUS)
dynes /cm*

X 10-'

3.45

3.80

5.23

5.56

5.27

6.45

9.63

4.0

5.4

K

M

2.40

2.07

1.78

2.11

2.63

2.59

2.32

1.48

2.15

9

(POfS-
SON'S

RATIO)

0.317

0.292

0.264

0.296

0.330

0.328

0.312

0.224

0.298

* The three values of V* are for transmission in three mutually perpendicular directions of propaxation through the same 
specimen.
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molten clots fall on solid ground they may merge to develop a flow without 
a direct connection to the eruptive vent--a so-called rootless flow. At 
times of particularly vigorous fountaining, some molten material may remain 
aloft long enough to solidify before landing. Such fragments collect as 
deposits of pumice--for usually the individual pieces are highly charged 
with gases and are quite vesicular (full of bubbles). A well-known example 
is the round-top cone and the pumice fields downwind to the southwest from 
the eruptive vent of 1959 at Kilauea Iki (fig. 6).

Fragmental products from explosive eruptions form deposits very different 
from lava flows. Most of these are rather poorly consolidated deposits of 
fragmental material, commonly in layered beds, composed of pebble- to sand- 
sized material near the vent. Many of the layers, however, also include 
large and small dense fragments of previously solidified rocks that were 
picked up and carried along during the violent eruption. These deposits 
generally form broader lobes than do lava flows, and sand- and dust-size 
material from individual eruptions may cover hundreds of square miles. The 
blankets lie chiefly downwind from the eruptive vents. They are thickest 
near the vents and thin laterally to a featheredge. Some deposits of indi 
vidual eruptions reach thicknesses of 50 feet, but most thick deposits are 
accumulations of thin beds from many eruptions.

Complex mixtures of gas escape from lava during volcanic eruptions, and gas 
may continue to be emitted from volcanic vents even when not in eruption. 
The most abundant constituents include water vapor, carbon dioxide, and 
sulfur dioxide, but a host of other gases have been detected in lesser 
amounts. Gases of major concern to human welfare from Hawaiian volcanoes 
are sulfur-bearing gases such as sulfur dioxide, sulfur trioxide, and 
hydrogen sulfide. Other noxious gases that have been detected in Hawaii 
include chlorine and fluorine, but they are in concentrations sufficiently 
low to cause no great concern. Carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide can 
become concentrated in closed depressions so that they are dangerous to 
people, and especially to animals.

Volcanic gases are carried downwind as soon as they are emitted (fig. 7) 
and become progressively diluted as they mix with air. Even small concen 
trations of sulfur dioxide, however, produce an unpleasant odor. Further 
more, the chemical reaction of sulfur dioxide, oxygen, and water yields 
sulfuric acid, which is damaging to both animal and plant tissues, as well 
as to many other materials. Effects of gases are most severe in areas near 
volcanic vents, and they become less pronounced with increasing distance. 
The location of areas affected depends on the direction and velocity of the 
wind. Trade winds from the northeast and east prevail in Hawaii, and the 
areas most troubled by the gases accompanying the nearly continuous vol 
canic activity of the past 5 years are those directly southwest of the 
Kilauea summit and upper east rift in the Ka'u District. Fumes also drift 
around to the west coast of the island, and have been blamed for recently 
declining crops there. Eastern and southeastern parts of the island, 
especially the Puna District and Hilo, are affected by the volcanic gases 
during shorter periods of west and southwest winds. People experience 
discomfort and inconvenience when exposed to volcanic gases. However, we 
do not know of any systematic doomentatioii on the long-tenn effects of 
volcanic gas on human life and health. Individuals vary markedly in their
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Figure 7. Volcanic gases streaming from Mauna Ulu vent
on Kilauea.
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sensitivity to sulfur gases, and some people, especially those with 
respiratory difficulties, have suffered severe discomfort, illness, and 
even death when exposed to the volcanic fumes.

Explosive eruptions can produce rapidly moving clouds that are mixtures of 
solid or liquid particles and gases. Gases in these clouds may be of high 
concentrations, and these gases often are not quickly diluted by mixing 
with the atmosphere. The combination of heat, particles, and gas in such 
a cloud may be even more dangerous to human life than the shock of the 
explosion or impact of fragments. According to rather sketchy accounts, 
the positions and condition of bodies of persons killed during the 1790 
eruption indicated asphyxiation and burning rather than injuries caused by 
flying debris (Swanson and Christiansen, 1973). Such particle-and-gas 
clouds are rare, and should not be confused with the gas that constantly 
issues and drifts away from active and recently active vents.

Hypotheses on the behavior of Hawaiian volcanoes

Even though the ultimate reasons for volcanic activity cannot be explained, 
much is known about the behavior of Hawaiian volcanoes and reasonable 
explanations for this behavior can be advanced. When basaltic lava is 
erupted, it tends to be much more fluid than andesitic and rhyolitic lavas 
erupted by certain other volcanoes. This high degree of fluidity explains 
the characteristically quiet eruptive behavior of Hawaiian volcanoes as 
well as their relatively gentle slopes. Fluid lava spreads easily, permit 
ting any given volume to travel farther laterally than it would if it were 
more viscous. This ability to spread out is a major reason that the slopes 
of Hawaiian volcanoes average only 5°-15°, in contrast with volcanoes of 
other compositions whose slopes reach angles of as much as 20°-40°.

The fluidity of basalt also explains the relative rarity of explosive 
eruptions. Gas is constantly escaping from magma within the conduit under 
the vent. It forms bubbles which rise through the liquid and escape at 
the upper surface. If the liquid is quite fluid, the gas bubbles can 
readily escape, so the internal pressure of the gas within the conduit 
remains low. However, if the magma is very viscous, the gas is not able 
to escape so readily, and gas pressures within the conduit may become very 
high. Then, when the external seal is broken for any reason, gas escapes 
suddenly and violently, causing a volcanic explosion. Many of the cones 
on the upper parts of Mauna Kea and Hualalai are the products of explosive 
eruptions, and if these volcanoes should again become active, similar 
eruptions can be anticipated. Such explosions, however, would be minor 
compared to some catastrophic volcanic explosions elsewhere in the world 
during historic time.

Returning to the more common type of Hawaiian volcanic activity, the nature 
of a particular eruptive episode, whether it is high fountains, low foun 
tains, or quiet outwelling, is determined by several interrelated factors. 
The most important of these are the amount of magma, the amount of gas and 
the gas pressure within the magma, and the size, shape, and number of the 
eruptive vents. Each of these factors may change as an eruption progresses, 
Initial outbreaks are often the most vigorous, involving large amounts of 
magma with a high gas content, and, furthermore, vents may be rather
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constricted. These conditions tend to produce copious volumes of lava as 
fountains. When magma volume and gas pressure decline, eruptive vigor also 
declines. As vent orifices change their size and shape, the velocity of 
lava passing through them changes. A given volume of lava passing through 
a vent within a certain time must travel rapidly if the vent is small but 
can move more slowly if the vent is large. Constant changes among all of 
these factors produce the varying types of behavior that characterize any 
eruption.

Features such as viscosity, volume, and gas content play a part in determin 
ing the eruptive behavior of a volcano. The precise conditions that deter 
mine that behavior are not readily apparent, and the following ideas have 
gradually developed from the careful studies, observations, and measurements 
made by scientists of the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory throughout the past 
several decades. The hypotheses developed from these studies propose that 
magma is being generated at some level within the earth, probably at a depth 
exceeding 25 or 30 miles, at a rather constant rate. The magma gradually 
works its way upward, and it may be collected and temporarily stored in 
reservoirs at depths below the surface varying from one-half to perhaps as 
much as 3 miles. As the shallow reservoirs swell with increased amounts of 
magma, the actual shape of the volcano changes--the slope of the ground 
increases and points on the surface spread apart. These changes in shape 
are very small; people cannot see them by watching, but the amount and 
direction of these changes can be detected by sensitive equipment. A study 
of these changes through several years has clearly shown that the volcano 
inflates with magma prior to eruption and that the inflation stops when the 
eruption begins. During some eruptions, when magma is rapidly evacuated 
from the reservoir, the measured changes indicate that the volcano deflates 
as a result of the eruption, and some deflations are large and rapid. Cer 
tain other eruptions more moderate in rate and volume, such as those at 
Halemaumau in 1967-1968 and Mauna Ulu in 1972, cause little change in the 
state of swelling of the volcano. This is evidently caused by the rate of 
lava extrusion being nearly equal to the rate at which magma is supplied 
from below. Several times Kilauea volcano has abruptly deflated without an 
eruption, generally as a result of withdrawal of magma from the near-summit 
reservoirs and lateral movement to other reservoirs within a rift zone. 
Such migration of magma may be confirmed by study of seismic records. The 
changes in shape of the volcano as revealed by deformation studies seem to 
be closely related to the eruptive behavior. The overall rate of magma 
supply from depth seems to remain about constant at about 400,000 cubic 
yards per day (Moore, 1970; Swanson, 1972), whether or not there is erup 
tive activity. During noneruptive periods, upward-moving magma is stored 
in reservoirs, causing a corresponding deformation of the volcano.

Prediction of future volcanic activity

Frequent eruptions can be expected from both Kilauea and Mauna Loa in the 
future. Based on past experience, eruptions will vary from brief volumi 
nous outpourings of lava to long-lived eruptions that produce lava at 
moderate rates. It is unlikely that any periods longer than 5 or 10 years 
will elapse without an eruption at one or the other of the two volcanoes. 
Lava will be emitted chiefly from vents in the summit areas and from along 
the rift zones. Venting from other areas is much less likely, but the
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entire flanks of both volcanoes are subject to being covered by lava flows. 
During each 20-year period from 1830 to the present, a total area ranging 
from about 25 to 75 square miles was inundated with lava from Kilauea and 
Mauna Loa. There is no reason to expect a decline in this rate during the 
next 20 years. However, it is impossible to predict specifically where 
eruptions will occur next, how frequent eruptions will be in a given area, 
or what specific areas will be covered by lava. .

Explosive eruptions have occurred from Kilauea at infrequent and irregular 
intervals during the past several thousand years. Coarse volcanic frag 
ments from some of these eruptions fell copiously near the vent, and thin 
deposits of ash settled over hundreds of square miles. It is possible 
that such eruptions will occur again, but episodes of explosive activity 
will probably occur only at intervals of a few tens to a few hundreds of 
years--too infrequently to provide a basis for any numerical predictive 
probability. The hazards from explosive activity at Kilauea and Mauna Loa 
in the near future are regarded as small but appreciable near the vent.

Hualalai volcano, older than either Mauna Loa or Kilauea, has progressed 
to a different stage in its life cycle. Its lava has the same general 
appearance as the lava from Mauna Loa and Kilauea, but chemical analysis 
shows it to be of a somewhat different type. The recent lava flows from 
Hualalai were highly fluid, but recent eruptions have also built cinder 
cones and spatter cones that are larger and more abundant than those on 
Mauna Loa and Kilauea; explosive eruptions evidently have been more common 
on Hualalai. Future eruptions of Hualalai will probably include lava 
flows, similar to those of 1800 and 1801, and explosive activity will pro 
duce new cinder cones and spatter cones. Eruptions can be expected to 
originate in the summit area and along the northwest and southeast rift 
zones, and areas downslope from the erupting vents will be subject to 
inundation by lava flows.

Because of the lack of dates for any lava flows or pyroclastic products 
earlier than 1800, it is very difficult to state the probable frequency of 
Hualalai eruptions. It likely does not follow any regular schedule, but 
in view of its quiescence for more than 170 years its eruptive interval 
may be on the order of two hundred to several hundred years. The next 
eruption of Hualalai could conceivably occur within the lifespan of persons 
now living.

Mauna Kea and Kohala have not been active within the last 200 years. The 
probability that Kohala will erupt again during the next few hundred years 
is very small. The youngest flow of Kohala has been dated at about 
60,000 years, and future activity of this volcano is less likely than of 
any other on the island. The most recent activity of Mauna Kea, though 
not precisely dated, occurred less than 5,000 years ago (Porter, 1971). 
This is recent enough to suggest the possibility that activity could recur 
within the next few hundred years. Future eruptions will probably be 
mildly or moderately explosive, and fine volcanic ash may travel consider 
able distances downwind from the vent. Coarse ash and cinders will likely 
build large cones similar to those of the summit area and upper flanks. 
Lava flows may also be erupted; they would likely be relatively viscous 
and thick, and probably would not travel more than a few miles from their
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eruptive vents. Young cones on Mauna Kea are abundant only above about 
6,000 feet, and any activity would most likely originate within that same 
zone high on the mountain.

Possibility of control of volcanic products

At the present state of knowledge and technology, there is no practical way 
to slow or stop a volcanic eruption. The total amounts of energy involved 
in an eruption are vast, and the specific locations and details of behavior 
of any outbreak are highly variable. Any measures man might take in attempt 
ing to plug or block an eruptive outbreak would be futile.

In contrast, it may be possible to divert flowing lava from its path and to 
dam flows when destruction of property is imminent. Several such attempts 
have been made, and although most efforts have not been successful, in cer 
tain cases barriers have temporarily impeded lava flows. Where a flow 
subsequently stopped at its source by natural means, the delay was effective 
in saving property.

Two major methods have been considered in Hawaii as possible ways to control 
the paths of lava flows: (1) use of normal engineering means to construct 
barriers and diversion channels, and (2) use of explosives to obstruct 
established channels.

(1) Most efforts to stop flows by erecting barriers have not been successful. 
If a flow is small and short lived, barriers may be temporarily effective, 
and even old stone walls have been observed to divert thin flows from their 
paths. Theoretically, structures of sufficient size and strength could be 
constructed to divert lava flows as large as any historic flow. For such 
barriers to be effective, wide smooth channels would have to be provided to 
accommodate the lava flow in the selected path. Without such diversion chan 
nels, a prolonged flow would merely thicken behind the barrier and ulti 
mately either overflow or break it. Lava flows erupted in the past few 
years at Kilauea, when crossing highways of appropriate gradient, have been 
readily diverted and have traveled appreciable distances along the smooth 
roadway. Several years ago, a project was proposed and designs submitted to 
protect the city of Hilo by a system of barriers and diversion channels. 
However, the economics of construction costs, price of land, and commitments 
to existing land use in relation to the value of the property to be protect 
ed prevented the project from being carried out. Such problems make it 
unlikely that this method will be attempted on any but a very small scale, 
but if the need were great enough a carefully planned, small-scale system 
might be feasible and effective.

(2) Efforts were made in 1935 and 1942 to divert Mauna Loa flows by bombing, 
because the flows were threatening Hilo. When casually considered, bombing 
may seem to be an effort of futility and desperation. However, sound rea 
soning lay behind the plan. Long-lived, long-distance flows travel most of 
their length through lava tubes or well-established open channelways that 
develop and grow as an eruption continues. If a feeding tube or channel 
could be breached near its source, and the old tube or channel blocked, the 
distant advancing lava front would lose its source of supply, and newly 
erupted lava would have to build a new tube and channel system. It might
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take considerable time for the new tube system to reach areas of habitation. 
The bombings of 1935 and 1942 may have been partly successful, and they 
demonstrated the feasibility of the method; in both cases, however, the 
flows stopped by natural causes before the method had received a full test. 
Bombs or artillery fire might effectively divert future flows from impor 
tant areas if the configuration of the flow were appropriate.

A third method of controlling lava flows is currently 
the island of Heimaey in Iceland, where large amounts 
being sprayed on flows advancing toward the important 
chills the lava, it piles up to form a dam, which, it 
additional lava away from the harbor. Although it is 
determine whether the effort will ultimately succeed, 
is favorable.

(1973) being tried on 
of sea water are 
harbor. As the water 
is hoped, will divert 
still too early to 
the present outlook

If one of the Hawaiian volcanoes should erupt explosively, small amounts of 
fine particles might be projected over great areas. No methods are known 
for controlling or preventing this kind of action or the distribution of 
the erupted products.
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iDESCRIPTION OF VOLCANIC HAZARDS 

Classification

The word hazard is used in this report in the sense of a source of risk to 
persons and property. Volcanoes erupt materials and cause ground movements, 
both of which are called hazards because they can affect man adversely. 
Hazards considered to be 'Volcanic" in this report are those caused by 
surface eruptions or by movement of molten rock close to the surface.

Volcanic hazards described as "direct" are products of volcanic eruptions 
that cause danger by actual contact with the erupted materials. These 
products are (1) molten lava flows, (2) rock fragments propelled through 
the air, (3) volcanic gases (fumes), and (4) particle-and-gas clouds that 
flow as a mass at high speed.

Volcanic hazards described as "indirect" are chiefly movements of the 
ground; they include (1) subsidence, (2) surface ruptures, and (3) earth 
quake shaking. Another hazard described as "indirect" consists of 
(4) ocean waves that can result from submarine volcanic explosions or from I 
crustal movements that displace parts of the ocean floor; these are called I 
seismic sea waves or "tsunamis." Still another indirect volcanic hazard 
that can result from volcanic eruptions is (5) fire started by hot lava 
flows or fragments.

Ground movements and tsunamis that result directly from volcanic eruptions 
are generally of small magnitude; overall, they pose only a minor risk, 
mainly to property, even though locally the effects may be severe.

Much more severe ground movements and tsunamis result from crustal 
(tectonic) movements that have no direct connection with eruptions; these 
more severe events can present major risks to both life and property on 
the island. Some of these movements may be caused by adjustment of the 
earth's crust to the load of the volcanoes on the sea floor, or to 
relative downward and outward slumping of outer parts of the volcanic pile 
toward the sea floor. Other movements result from shifts of parts of the 
earth's crust that have nothing to do with the island. Still others prob 
ably result from movements of molten rock deep underground, and so may be 
related to volcanic activity. The cause of a specific ground movement may 
not be known and is not essential to this evaluation of hazards. To avoid 
that problem, and to avoid underemphasis of some important geologic 
hazards by describing only those that are related to volcanic eruptions, 
the following descriptions of both ground movement and tsunami hazards 
treat some events of nonvolcanic as well as volcanic origin.

In general, the ground-movement hazards result from geologic events that 
occur within, under, or near the island. In contrast, the most damaging 
tsunamis of the past, with one exception, originated thousands of miles 
away, in South America, Alaska, and the Far East.
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Direct volcanic hazards 

Lava flows

Lava flows originate in mild welling or fcontaining eruptions from a 
pipelike vent or from long linear cracks (see p. 14 for general descrip 
tion) . From the point of eruption, the molten lava moves generally down 
the steepest gradient available, but it does not necessarily flow in the 
manner of water. Instead, it may build ridges along its sides and front 
that locally cause it to cross slopes diagonally, or to pond and flow over 
obstacles. Natural and artificial obstacles may cause flows to change 
direction; the diversion may be permanent if the course the lava is 
diverted into remains clear, or if little or no additional lava is 
erupted. But if the new course becomes filled or clogged, the obstacle 
that caused the diversion can be overridden.

Although lava flows assume an overall lobate shape in plan view, they may 
leave "islands" or "kipukas" within their overall margins (fig. 5), and 
the margins can be highly digitate. Distinct ridges (levees) may form 
along the sides and front. Longitudinal tunnels that form within the 
flow (lava tubes, p. 16-17) may be preserved or collapse to form steep- 
sided channels.

A lava flow obviously raises the level of the land surface by the amount 
of its thickness. A fairly common assumption is that the next lava flow 
will not inundate that same area. However, if one lava flow has formed 
distinct levees, the next flow that comes from the same vent is likely to 
take the same path as its predecessor, even though the adjacent land 
surface is lower.

Effects

Molten lava flows endanger lives only if approached too closely, although 
they may start fires that could endanger lives. Lava flows pose a great 
danger to property because they burn, crush, or bury structures in their 
paths (fig. 8). The lava then cools and hardens to rock that can be 
removed only with great difficulty (see p. 17). Burial by a lava flow 
virtually terminates the previous use of the land, and, because of the 
character of its surface, use of the lava flow may be severely limited 
for a long period of time.

Criteria used in definition of zones

The chief criteria used to establish zones of relative risk from lava 
flows (fig. 9) are, for each volcano, (1) number of eruptions, (2) propor 
tion of area covered, and (3) causes of distribution of flows. These 
criteria are evaluated for certain recognizable periods of time in the 
past: (1) man's written historic record, about 200 years; (2) the recent 
prehistoric geologic record, covering the last few thousand years; and 
(3) an older (postglacial) interval that extends over the last 10,000- 
15,000 years (table 4).
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Figure 8. Flew of aa lava advancing toward village 
of Hoopuloa, which was later burled.
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Physical boundary, 
approximately located

Judgmental boundary

Figure 9. Zones of relative risk from lava-flow burial, 
Risk increases from "a" througi "f".
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Table 4.--Recorded or estimated number of eruptions of volcanoes on 

Hawaii during written historic, recent prehistoric, 

and postglacial time

Mauna Kea----

Hualalai-   

Mauna Loa----

Written historic

T~+n *i Outside Total , , caldera

0

0

2

30-40 ^15

1 XWl* ̂-1 1 L-

prehistoric

0

About 5

>10

>100 

->inn

Postglacial

0

>10

Unknoim

Hundreds

HiTnHv«a/1c
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These past events are reviewed with respect to the stage of development of 
each volcano (see p. 11), to judge whether or not similar events can be 
expected to continue. If they can, the past frequency is used to estimate 
the likelihood of future eruptions, the proportion of each zone covered by 
lava flows is used to judge the probability of burial on each volcano as a 
whole, and the controls of distribution of past flows are evaluated to 
judge what parts of the volcanoes are most susceptible to burial.

These same criteria are used to judge the extent of zones, except where 
physical (topographic) features can be used to locate more definite limits. 
Thus, zone boundaries on the map are of two types, judgmental and physical. 
Those called physical are defined by topographic features that would con 
trol the extent of future lava flows. Such a boundary would enclose all 
slopes of any one volcano down which future lava flows erupted from it 
could move, plus parts of adjacent slopes as high as those lava flows 
would be expected to rise on them. Boundaries called judgmental, in con 
trast, are established arbitrarily from estimates of the probable maximum 
extent as well as frequency of future lava flows.

Use of these criteria shows that the risk on a few volcanoes is everywhere 
recognizably higher than on an adjacent volcano. Further, distinct topo 
graphic boundaries separate some adjacent volcanoes. Two such distinctly 
different zones of risk are those that encompass Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa. 
In other places, the degree of risk grades imperceptibly from one zone to 
another; generally these zones have less distinct differences in frequency 
of eruption and extent of flow coverage, and have judgmental boundaries. 
The several zones on the flank of Mauna Loa illustrate these characteris 
tics.

Most zones of risk clearly do not have a uniform risk throughout their 
extent. The severity of risk in some varies from their center to their 
boundaries, and in others the risk grades all the way across the zone from 
one boundary to another. In still others, especially rift zones, the risk 
differs from point to point within the zone. The risk is highest in rift 
zones next to repeatedly active vents, which are scattered, and is 
somewhat less between those vents.

Variations in risk are more complex than are shown on the map, chiefly 
because of lack of adequate information. The ranking of risk zones from 
one volcano to another, for example, requires comparison of the severity 
of risk between volcanoes whose eruptions are not recognizably related, 
and the data are too few for satisfactory comparison by statistical means. 
As a result, the risk at every place in a given zone is not necessarily 
less than the risk at every place in the zone of next higher risk. At 
present, there seems to be no way to remedy this situation.

Description of zones

As a first step, three large well-defined zones on the island are distin 
guished on the bases of clear differences in eruptive frequency of 
separate volcanoes, and boundaries that are defined by distinct physical 
features. They are (1) Kohala Mountain, (2) Mauna Kea, and (3) a zone 
that includes Hualalai, Mauna Loa, and Kilauea (fig. 9). A small zone
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that consists of several small topographically high remnants of an older 
Mauna Loa volcano is similarly well defined.

The degree of risk in most of these zones varies considerably from place to 
place, and further divisions could be useful. Most lava flows originate in 
summit calderas of a volcano, or in rift zones that radiate from the summit; 
almost all flows, large or small, inundate some part of these caldera or 
rift-zone areas. Also, because of ground subsidence within these zones, 
many flows tend to pond there and be confined to the zone. Thus, caldera 
and rift zones are assigned relatively high risk classifications (fig- 9).

Kohala Mountain, however, is not subdivided because the probability of 
eruption is so low even in the rift zone. It is classified as zone a. 
Mauna Kea is divided into only two risk zones (fig. 9): an upper zone that 
includes the most recently active vents (zone c), and the lower flanks 
(zone b). Linear rifts in the upper zone of higher risk are not well 
defined, and ring fractures encircling the summit may control the positions 
of some vents. Thus, no areas of higher risk along linear rifts are distin 
guished in the upper-mountain area that includes the newer vents.

Hualalai volcano is differentiated from Mauna Loa and Kilauea because its 
frequency of eruption is much lower (table 3). The degree of risk on 
Hualalai as a whole is less than on most of Mauna Loa, yet is greater than 
at some places on Mauna Loa. The degree of risk on Hualalai is judged to 
range from equivalent to that in a relatively low risk part of one zone on 
Mauna Loa to that in .a relatively high risk part of another zone there. 
It is consequently classified as zone de.

Vents on Mauna Loa and Kilauea are clustered in relatively well defined 
caldera and rift zones. Both frequency of eruption and amount of area 
covered by lava flows in historic time are higher in these zones than at 
any other place on the island (zone f).

Three other zones of different relative risk are outlined on the flanks of 
Mauna Loa (fig. 9), all on the basis of extent of lava flows during his 
toric and recent prehistoric time. Zone d, southeast of the summit, is 
distinguished from adjacent areas because it has not been invaded by any 
historic flows. Lava flows from summit eruptions seem to have been kept 
out of this zone by a high caldera wall upslope from the zone, and flows 
erupted from vents at lower altitudes along the rifts have not angled 
across the slope enough to enter the area.

A large area on the east flank of Mauna Loa is also distinguished as zone d 
on figure 9, because it has not been invaded by any historic lava flows. 
This large area seems to have been spared because the northeast rift zone 
of Mauna Loa has been closed off by the growth of Kilauea volcano, and 
because the east rift zone of Kilauea has migrated southward away from that 
locality.
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Rock fragments

Eruptions eject rock fragments of many sizes and types. Mildly explosive' 
lava "fountains" cast up blobs and threads of molten lava; more highly 
explosive eruptions may throw large solid and molten fragments through the 
air separately, but more commonly the erupted fragments are enclosed in a 
column of water vapor and other gases that moves upward at a high velocity. 
The column can carry the debris high into the air, whereupon it can then be 
moved laterally by wind. The larger and denser fragments fall close to the 
vent, and the smaller and less dense particles are carried farther away.

The large fragments build cinder or pumice cones that may be tens or 
hundreds of feet thick over the vent. Beyond the cones, broad deposits of 
smaller particles many feet thick can be spread in a long lobe downwind 
from the vent (fig. 6). The distance to which particles of any given size 
are carried depends on the height to which they are carried by the eruption 
and the wind speed. The thickness to which the fragments accumulate at any 
point is a function of the amount of material erupted, the distance to 
which it is carried, and the uniformity of wind direction and speed. 
Steady winds during an eruption tend to cause fragments to accumulate in a 
relatively narrow but thick deposit directly downwind from the vent. 
Shifting winds, in contrast, spread the material more broadly and less 
thickly for a given amount of debris. Particles that are fine enough to 
remain suspended in the air for a long time can be carried great distances. 
Deposits of such material are very thin beyond a few tens of miles from 
the source vent.

As a lava flow enters the ocean, steam explosions may shatter the snout of 
the flow, throw lava fragments into the air, and build a so-called 
"littoral" cone along the shore. Because the area covered by such a cone 
is nearly the same as that covered by the lava flow itself, construction 
of littoral cones is not treated as a hazard different from that presented 
by the lava flow.

Effects

Falling rock fragments pose only a slight danger to lives from impact or 
heat, because escape usually is possible. Inhalation of fine rock parti 
cles could cause lung irritation and thereby endanger the health and 
perhaps lives of ill persons. Other dangers could be related to reduced 
mobility owing to poor visibility or physical blockage of escape routes, 
and anxiety or panic caused by an eruption. Wilcox (1959) has pointed out 
that the psychological effects of an eruption may be more serious than its 
physical effects.

Rock particles also endanger property. Near the vent, coarse or thick 
debris may batter or bury structures; thinner accumulations can kill or 
injure animals, crops, and beneficial birds and insects, and have other 
adverse effects. Such accumulations can cause collapse of structures from 
load, clog water and sewage systems, and cause severe cleanup problems. 
Property can also be abraded by particles that remain suspended in air or 
water for a long time. Machinery that utilizes air or water internally is 
especially susceptible to damage. Even small amounts of particles



conceivably might cause damage by long-continued coating and abrasion of 
obj ects.

Criteria and description of risk zones

Areas of relative risk from falling rock fragments (fig. 10) are based on 
(1) frequency of eruption of various volcanoes, (2) proximity to expected 
future eruption sites, and (3) predominant wind directions. The areas of 
highest risk are judged to be the caldera and rift areas of Mauna Loa and 
Kilauea, where eruption frequency is relatively high and sites are exposed 
to burial and impact as well as to other effects. No thick blankets of 
fragmental material have been deposited outside caldera and rift areas in 
historic time. Substantial risk from burial and impact is judged to exist 
only within a mile or so of an erupting vent, even in a relatively explo 
sive Hawaiian eruption. The areas of highest risk shown on figure 10 have 
been extended to a mile beyond the caldera and rift-zone boundaries.

Areas of lesser but recognizable risk occur on the slopes of Mauna Loa, 
Kilauea, and Hualalai. Data on frequency of wind direction and speed 
directly above the vents of these volcanoes on which to determine differ 
ences in degree of risk on those slopes, however, are lacking. Some data 
are available for winds that occur above Hilo at about the same altitudes 
as the summits of Mauna Loa (about 15,000 feet) and Kilauea (about 
4,000 feet). Winds over Mauna Loa and Kilauea probably are similar to 
those above Hilo, but wind patterns over Hualalai probably are substan 
tially different because of the effects of Mauna Loa and Mauna Kea.

Records indicate that winds over Hilo between altitudes of about 4,000 and 
15,000 feet in 1959 were predominantly easterly (U.S. Weather Bur., 1959). 
Westerly winds were next most frequent, and northerly and southerly winds 
were relatively uncommon. Westerly winds were predominant in winter and 
spring at the altitude of Mauna Loa's summit, however, and were predomi 
nant only a few thousand feet higher at other times of the year. Surface 
westerly winds that probably would also affect materials erupted by Mauna 
Loa blow upslope on the west side of that volcano and downs lope on its 
east flank. Ground-level observations at the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory 
suggest that the predominant winds over the summit of Kilauea are north 
easterly, perhaps because easterly winds are deflected by Mauna Loa.

It seems reasonable to assume that the areas of highest risk outside the 
caldera and rift zones of Mauna Loa and Kilauea are immediately downwind 
from the calderas of those volcanoes. These risk areas probably lie 
primarily west and secondarily east of the Mauna Loa caldera, and primar 
ily southwest and secondarily northeast of the Kilauea caldera. The risk 
decreases downwind, but there are not enough data to determine the dis 
tance in one direction at which risk is equivalent to risk at some given 
distance in another direction from the calderas, or to compare that risk 
with the risk from other vents on Mauna Loa, Kilauea, or Hualalai. Conse 
quently, no subdivision of risk on the slopes of those three volcanoes has 
been made for this hazard.
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Judgmental boundary

Figure 10. Zones of relative risk from falling volcanic 
fragments: H, higi; M, medium; L, low.
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Because of the scarcity of southerly winds, much of the northern part of 
the island seems to have significantly less risk from eruptions of 
fragments than the rest of the island.

Gases

Volcanic gases commonly are emitted along with rock materials, and also 
may be erupted for long periods when little or no solid material is being 
ejected. The gases consist largely of water vapor, but contain substan 
tial amounts of sulfur compounds, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen, and lesser 
amounts of carbon monoxide, argon, and chlorine. Fluorine, a dangerous 
component of gases from some volcanoes, is sparse in gas from Hawaiian 
volcanoes.

The volcanic gases are distributed downwind in the same manner as fine 
rock particles, and they become progressively less concentrated downwind. 
They can be spread over much of the island, however, and can even be car 
ried far out to sea. Volcanic gases adhere to fine-grained erupted 
particles, so that gas commonly is retained in accumulations of volcanic 
ash. Under gentle wind conditions, some gases may flow downs lope, and 
accumulate in closed depressions.

Drifting gases are a relatively mild danger to persons and property, but 
one which can become severe if continued over a long period of time. The 
effects of drifting gas should not be confused with the more local and 
much more severe effects of particle-and-gas clouds described in the next 
section. Drifting gases cause a choking sensation, and could endanger 
health and perhaps lives of some people by lung irritation, especially 
with prolonged exposure. The sensations caused by the gases might also 
contribute to panic, and accumulations in closed depressions can endanger 
animals and perhaps people as well. Gases can cause chemical deteriora 
tion of manmade objects and of natural materials used for decorative or 
utilitarian purposes. They also can damage growing crops and decorative 
plants.

Zones of relative risk from drifting volcanic gases are the same as the 
zones of risk from falling rock fragments, and are based on the same 
criteria. Caldera and rift areas are zones of highest risk because they 
include most gas-emitting vents. Areas of only slightly lesser risk 
probably extend from the calderas of Mauna Loa and Kilauea in the direc 
tions of the most frequent winds (see p. 36, 38), but no data are avail 
able to compare the risk in these areas with that on other parts of 
Rialalai, Mauna Loa, and Kilauea. Most of Mauna Kea and Kohala seem to 
be markedly less likely to be affected by volcanic gases.

Particle-and-gas clouds

Rock fragments and gases may be thrown out together by highly explosive 
eruptions that produce hot particle-and-gas clouds that move laterally 
away from the vent at high speed. The clouds may be initially ejected 
laterally, or ejected nearly vertically and then fall back and spread 
out under the influence of gravity. Such clouds can move at speeds of 
several tens of miles per hour, and their temperatures may be as high
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as several hundreds of degrees F. The effects of particle-and-gas clouds 
erupted by the volcano Taal in the Philippine Islands, which is similar 
to the volcanoes of Hawaii, were abundant at a distance of almost 3 miles, 
and were identified as much as 4 miles from the erupting vent (Moore and 
others, 1966).

Particle-and-gas clouds have occurred on the island, but they have not 
been common. The only such eruption recorded on Hawaii Island occurred 
at the summit caldera of Kilauea, where one or more particle-and-gas 
clouds probably were erupted in about 1790. Theoretically, such clouds 
should be possible at any vent whose feeding conduit can be reached by 
abundant water, and they are thought to be especially likely at vents 
near sea level. No cones of rock fragments that were built by particle- 
and-gas cloud eruptions are known on Hawaii Island, but such cones are 
present on other islands in the chain.

Effects

Hot particle-and-gas clouds can cause injury and death from asphyxiation 
and burning. Surface burns have caused severe injury to persons caught 
by such clouds, but greater damage and many deaths probably have been 
caused by inhalation of the hot particles and gases. Large fragments can 
be carried in these kinds of clouds, but the danger from impact probably 
is less than that from asphyxiation and burning.

A well-known event on Hawaii that may have resulted from such a cloud was 
the destruction, probably by an eruption of Kilauea in about 1790, of 
part of an army then contending for control of the island (Swanson and 
Christiansen, 1973). Hot particle-and-gas clouds from Hawaiian volcanoes, 
however, have been small compared to similar clouds from more explosive 
volcanoes elsewhere in the world, and have extended only a few miles from 
the vent that erupted them.

Criteria, and description of risk areas

Areas of relatively high risk from particle-and-gas clouds are identified 
by frequency of eruption of the various volcanoes, proximity to eruptive 
vents, and location of topographic barriers that probably would inhibit 
the spread of the clouds. Wind has a relatively minor influence on the 
distribution of such clouds.

Particle-and-gas clouds are regarded as most likely to occur in the fore 
seeable future on Mauna Loa, Kilauea, and Hualalai. The conditions for 
such eruptions seem to be fulfilled chiefly at summit calderas, but con 
ceivably could occur anywhere else along rift zones. Areas of relatively 
high risk are judged to exist for about 4 miles in all directions from 
the rift zones of Mauna Loa, Kilauea, and Hualalai, except where steep 
slopes, as are present around the northern margin of Kilauea caldera, 
would be expected to limit the spread of the particle-and-gas clouds.

Because only one episode of particle-and-gas cloud eruption is known on 
Hawaii Island, and that one seemingly was limited to one site, an evalu 
ation of degree of risk and location of areas of risk from future



eruptions of that kind is highly speculative. Even in the zone of 
relatively high risk, the probability is very low that a particle-and-gas 
cloud would affect any given area. The risk to life locally could be 
high, however, if one did occur.

Indirect hazards

Indirect hazards described in this section are (1) subsidence, (2) surface 
rupture, (3) earthquakes, and (4) tsunamis. All these indirect hazards 
result from movement of large or small masses of the earth's crust. Erup 
tions cause small ground movements, but movements of large and small I 
masses of the crust that are not specifically caused by eruptions are | 
called tectonic events. Vertical and horizontal movements can cause the j 
crust to bend or to break as one rock mass shifts relative to another. I 
Such rock fractures, which are called faults, may reach and break the 1 
ground surface. Movements along faults commonly cause the ground to j 
vibrate rapidly (an earthquake), even if the fault does not break the 
ground surface. On Hawaii, active volcanoes commonly swell as magma rises 
into them, and this may cause cracking of the ground. Downward movements 
occur as large and small blocks settle between and along faults, espe 
cially within the caldera and rift zones of Mauna Loa and Kilauea. Large 
slump blocks also subside along the southeast and southwest coasts of the 
island.

All of these indirect hazards can result from eruptions or from tectonic 
events, some of which occur within or below the mass of the island. Risk 
to life is very low and only moderate to property from all the indirect 
hazards that result from actual eruptions. Risk to life is also low from 
breaks in the ground surface caused by tectonic faults. In contrast, 
there are considerable risks to both life and property from subsidence, 
earthquakes, and tsunamis that result from tectonic events.

Subsidence

Subsidence on the island consists chiefly of (1) settling of the island as 
a whole, (2) downward movement of discrete blocks as a result of subsur 
face withdrawal of magma, (3) relative downward and outward slumping of 
huge blocks along the margins of the island, and (4) local small-scale 
collapse of lava tubes.

The island as a whole is settling at a rate of about a foot per century. 
The settling may not be uniform over all parts of the island, and rates 
ranging from about 8 to 16 inches per century have been reported (Apple 
and Macdonald, 1966; Moore, 1970).

Settling of discrete masses or blocks because of magma withdrawal occurs 
in and near calderas and along rift zones. Subsidence at any one time 
commonly ranges from a fraction of an inch to a few feet, but cumulative 
settling amounting to tens of feet is common. During the formation of 
calderas or pit craters, local settling may amount to hundreds of feet. 
Settling caused by magma withdrawal commonly occurs in nearly
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equidimensional, often near-circular blocks, or in elongate blocks
approximately parallel to the trend of rift zones or caldera walls; i
they commonly are bounded by faults that reach the surface. »

Downward and outward movement of large slump blocks has occurred chiefly 
on the south flank of Kilauea and the west flank of Mauna Loa. Many of 
these huge slump blocks are bounded by steep fault scarps (palis) along | 

| their upslope margins. Several such blocks form a distinct "stair-step" * 
j surface on the south flank of Kilauea (fig. 11). Similar slump blocks \ 
i form the coastal zone along much of both the southwest and southeast v 

coasts of the island. |

Lava tubes are common in pahoehoe flows but generally not in aa flows. «
Most tubes are difficult to find, but some have holes in the tube roof \
("skylights"). Continuation of a tube upslope and downslope from such ^
an opening should be expected. ;

Effects
j :.

Lives are not significantly endangered by regional subsidence, and rarely {'
are endangered by subsidence in rift zones. Slump-block subsidence seems
to represent a risk of low frequency but possible high danger to life if
it occurs along a coastline. If such a subsidence occurred suddenly and
lowered a coastal block below sea level, inhabitants could be endangered
by drowning not only from the immediate submergence but also from a
tsunami if one were generated. Collapse of lava tubes would endanger very
few persons, but such collapses have occurred, especially where the roof
has been weighted by use of heavy construction or excavation equipment.

Danger to property is low from regional subsidence, but should be taken
into account for long-term use. Subsidence in rift zones increases the
risk to property chiefly by increasing its susceptibility to inundation
by lava flows and by the ocean where the rift zones pass under the sea.
Slump-block subsidence represents a minor risk to property except along
the coast, where settling could drop property below sea level, or down \.
enough to increase risk of damage from storms or even normal waves. i
Damage to property from a tsunami generated by slump-block movement could \
also be great. Damage to property from collapse of lava tubes is highly (
local, but can be severe for the small areas involved. !

t
Criteria, and description of risk areas

Areas of relatively high risk from future subsidence (fig. 12) are 
identified from the location and frequency of past subsidence, and from 
susceptibility of the subsided land to flooding by lava or water. The 
overall subsidence of the island slowly increases the risk of submergence 
all along the coast, but is not portrayed on the map.

Most differential subsidence in historic time has occurred in and next 
to the calderas and along the rift zones of Kilauea and Mauna. Loa; these 
areas are subject to preferential lava flooding as a result of subsidence 
(fig. 13), and are therefore assigned to a high risk zone. Historic 
block slumping along the southeast margin of the island has been
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Figure 11. Steep slopes (palis) formed by slump- 
block subsidence, on southeast flank of Kilauea,
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Figure 12. Volcano rift and shoreline zones subject to 
relatively higi risk from subsidence (cross hachured).
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Figure 13. A small subsidence block bounded by a fault 
along the east rift zone of Kilauea, covered by fresh 
lava.
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infrequent but of greater extent, and some submergence is certain if 
such a block along the coast is lowered in the future. That coastal 
area is assigned to the same high risk zone, although the risk there 
cannot be satisfactorily compared with that of the rift zones. The 
coastal area on the southwest side of Mauna Loa is also assigned to 
the high risk zone, because evidence of much prehistoric block sub 
sidence there suggests that the probability of future subsidence 
along that coast is similar to that on the southeast side of Kilauea. 
Risk from differential subsidence on other parts of the island is not 
regarded as significant enough to map.

The locations of at least 35 lava tubes are known (State of Hawaii, Dept. 
Transportation, 1962). These tubes are small and are not portrayed on 
the hazards map. Many other tubes might possibly be located, but the 
cost of finding them and determining, their extent in order to delineate 
areas of possible collapse would be very high, probably prohibitively so.

Surface rupture

Rupture occurs wherever fractures extend to the ground surface (fig. 13). 
The rock mass on one side of the rupture may move in a direction away 
from, or transverse to, the mass on the other side, or in some combina 
tion of those directions. Some cracks open up to widths of as much as 
several feet and depths of several tens of feet, but others remain closed.

Historic ruptures have been virtually restricted to Mauna Loa and Kilauea 
volcanoes, and have occurred most frequently in their caldera and rift 
zones. Outside those areas, active fault zones lie along both the south 
west and southeast flanks of Mauna Loa, and along the southeast flank of 
Kilauea. The most frequent surface ruptures on the flanks of the volca 
noes have occurred along the fault zones on the southeast flank of 
Kilauea. Recent measurements across some ground cracks there show 
displacements of as much as 4 feet within a few years. The displacement 
is believed to result from seaward movement of the flank of the volcano 
caused by magma forcing its way into fissures along the east rift zone.

Surface ruptures rarely endanger lives, although people and animals have 
fallen into cracks, but they can be highly destructive of property. f 
Structures that lie across ruptures may be pulled or sheared apart. I 
Utilities such as water, sewage, transportation, and communication sys 
tems are highly susceptible to disruption by surface breaks.

Criteria for definition of zones subject to surface rupture are the 
locations and frequency of historic and prehistoric surface breaks, and 
recent subsurface fault activity as evidenced by earthquakes. Most his 
toric surface ruptures, including both open and closed cracks, have 
occurred in the caldera and rift zones of Mauna Loa and Kilauea; conse 
quently, these areas are regarded as having the highest risk from that 
hazard (fig. 14). Hundreds of small cracks have been observed in these 
zones in historic time, and displacement along many of them has been 
1 to several feet.
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Judgmental boundary

Figure 14. General areas of high (H) , medium (M) ; and 
low (L) risk from surface ruptures.
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The next highest zone of risk includes an area of numerous faults along 
the southeast flank of Mauna Loa, and two areas along the island margins. 
Historic surface ruptures of as much as several feet displacement have 
been reported along the southeast flanks of Mauna Loa, and numerous earth 
quakes record continued subsurface movement in that area. The two other 
areas are along the southeast margin of Kilauea and the southwest margin 
of Mauna Loa. Steep slopes that have resulted from fault displacement, 
as well as open ground cracks, record many prehistoric surface ruptures, 
and earthquakes indicate that fault activity continues in both these 
zones.

Earthquake shaking

Earthquakes occur very frequently on the island. Many originate within 
the structure of the island itself, but many others are generated far 
below the island mass.

Earthquake (seismic) shaking consists of actual vibration of the ground. 
Movement along faults below the ground surface generally causes the 
vibration, which spreads upward and outward in all directions from the 
place of origin. The vibration energy is greatest at the point or zone 
of fault movement, and lessens gradually with increasing distance. 
Locally, the severity and characteristics of the ground shaking can be 
strongly influenced by other variables, especially the way in which dif 
ferent geologic materials respond. However, these variables have not 
been evaluated in this study.

The ground vibration may in turn cause ground failures, such as local 
landslides and compaction, but those are individual site problems on 
the island and are not within the scope of this report.

A multitude of small earthquakes is associated with surface eruptions of
lava. These include relatively continuous tremors, probably caused by
actual movement of the magma, and shocks that result from adjustment of I
rock masses at or near the ground surface to displacement by the erupting }
magma. Explosive eruptions can also produce seismic waves. No strong
earthquakes were reported during the 1924 explosive eruptions, however,
and future explosions of Hawaiian volcanoes are not expected to generate
strong earthquakes. The kinds of earthquakes described above, which £
result directly from eruptions, are regarded as volcanic in this report. |
In contrast, earthquakes that originate far below the island, even though f
they may be associated with movement or generation of magma, are i
considered to be tectonic. $

Still other large and small earthquakes occur because of adjustments of 
rock masses within the volcanoes that make up the island, probably in 
response not only to magma movement but also to other forces. These 
earthquakes occur along fault zones that are within or extend up into the 
volcanoes, and include those associated with slump-block subsidence. 
These earthquakes are regarded as tectonic earthquakes in this discussion, 
even though they may result from displacement of rock by magma, because 
their character is similar to tectonic earthquakes elsewhere.



Even the strongest volcanic earthquakes in historic time have produced 
very little damage, and such events would not be expected to be more 
damaging in the future. In contrast, both deep and shallow tectonic 
earthquakes have caused major damage. The strongest, in 1868, apparently 
resulted from slump-block movement on the southeast flank of the island; 
the intensity of that earthquake was rated by Wood (1914) at X, the high 
est grade on the Rossi-Forel scale, over nearly the southern half of the 
island, and at IX over the rest of the island. The next strongest, in 
1951, may have been associated with slump-block movement of part of the 
southwest flank of the island. Other damaging earthquakes have occurred 
under the northern as well as the southern part of the island and at 
widely varying depths, although they have been more frequent under the 
southern part. The damaging earthquake of April 26, 1973, occurred under 
the northeastern part of the island mass at considerable depth, about 
40 miles.

Because of the high frequency of moderately strong earthquakes in known 
fault zones, the risk of repeated minor damage over known fault zones 
probably is higher than elsewhere on the island. But the risk of major 
damage from stronger earthquakes extends over the entire island, and 
therefore zones of different risk have not been shown on a map.

Tsunamis

A special type of large sea wave can be generated by abrupt movement of 
rock masses under the sea floor or into the sea, and by submarine volcanic 
eruptions. The Japanese word "tsunami11 is used herein for this type of 
wave; "seismic sea wave" is used in places to describe those caused by 
fault movements. The term "tidal wave," which is used in some reports, is 
not used here because of confusion with normal tides.

Tsunamis commonly are long, low, and travel at high speed between 400 and 
500 miles per hour as they cross the open ocean, but become shorter, 
higher, and slower as they move onshore. A wave moving onshore may either 
rise quietly, or form a turbulent, rapidly advancing wall of water. The 
height and extent inland to which a given wave moves are strongly influ 
enced by many variables, especially by local bottom and shoreline features 
and by the direction of travel of the wave; runup of a given wave at one 
site may differ markedly from the runup only a short distance away. 
Locally, headlands are selectively battered, but elsewhere factors such as 
refraction and resonance can amplify a wave so as to increase its destruc- 
tiveness within a bay, as has happened at Hilo.

On Hawaii, tsunamis should be regarded as an ijnportant hazard that 
involves high risks to both life and property. Most of the tsunamis that 
have affected the island have been generated by fault movements far from 
Hawaii and were not associated with volcanism. No tsunamis in Hawaii are 
known to have been generated by local submarine volcanic eruptions, and 
the likelihood of such events producing damaging waves seems to be very 
low. At least two tsunamis, however, including the wave reported to have 
had the highest runup, were associated with earthquakes under or near the
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island. Since the early 1800's, about 85 tsunamis have been observed in 
the Hawaiian Islands, and of these IS have caused significant damage 
(Pararas-Carayannis, 1969).

A tsunami is not generated during every major earthquake under the ocean. 
Generation of a tsunami is related to actual displacement of the ocean 
floor, which in turn displaces large amounts of water upward or laterally 
to start the wave. An international tsunami evaluation and warning 
network has been established to determine when an earthquake actually has 
generated a tsunami in the Pacific Ocean.

The highest historic wave reported on Hawaii Island, in 1868, was said to 
have reached 60 feet above sea level. At one point, the 1946 tsunami 
reportedly reached 55 feet above normal sea level. Three well-documented 
tsunamis since 1945 reached heights of more than 10 feet above normal sea 
level at several places along the coast of the island. All of these 
mentioned except the 1868 event were generated thousands of miles from 
Hawaii; the time lapse between generation of similar waves and their 
arrival at Hawaii should allow adequate time for the tsunami warning sys 
tem to operate. The 1868 wave was locally generated, and, if repeated, 
would reach the adjacent coast of Hawaii before the warning system could 
function. For locally generated tsunamis, the earthquake itself must 
presently serve as the warning, although a fast-act ing system for warning 
of locally generated tsunamis is now being developed.

Effects

Tsunami effects are confined to coastal zones that can be reached by the
highest waves. Overall, the risk is highest at the shoreline, and it
decreases progressively with increase of altitude and distance inland.
Along the coast, tsunami waves can sweep inland with great force and f
cause damage to people and to natural and artificial structures. Persons j
can be battered and drowned, and structures smashed, moved off founda- f
tions, and otherwise damaged. In contrast, there may be little lateral I
force on objects if a tsunami wave rises quietly. Sea water reaches far f
above normal tide heights, however, spreading salt water over structures
and the land itself.

	i
Risk to lives can be small for waves generated far from the island, \
because several hours are generally available for warning and evacuating ;
people from endangered zones. In contrast, risk to lives is much greater \
from a tsunami generated by a local earthquake, because not enough (
time--not more than a few minutes--is generally available for warning and £
evacuation. Risk to property except for movable items, however, is vir- r
tually the same for inundation of a given extent, regardless of where the \-
tsunami originated. I

Criteria for extent of hazard

A wide variety of opinion exists among investigators of tsunami hazards 
as to valid and useful criteria for defining a zone of risk from tsunamis. 
Predicting the extent of future tsunami inundation is difficult, because 
very little information is available on which to estimate what height and



direction of waves should be expected, and because runup of a wave of even 
an assumed height involves so many variables that reliable predictions are 
not now possible. Calculations of expected frequency and heights of waves 
at Hilo have been made (D. C. Cox, unpub. data, 1964), but no published or 
unpublished predictions of frequency of waves from various directions were 
discovered during this project. Many studies of potential runup and inun 
dation areas have been made for the islands, some of them based on recorded 
runup of past waves modified by factors deemed appropriate.

£

One widely used formula for potential runup height and distance inland is 
that of Cox (1961). Cox chose a maximum wave height of 30 feet for south 
west-facing coasts and 50 feet for other coasts to outline zones in which 
runup potential was sufficient to justify evacuation. He projected a 
decrease in maximum inundation height of 1 foot for every 100 feet inland 
from a selected near-shore line. The potential inundation zones that 
result from use of this formula are regarded by some other investigators 
as too large to be useful, because the zones include broad areas that have 
never been affected by historical tsunamis. Cox (unpub. data, 1964) 
calculated the frequency of a 50-foot tsunami wave at Hilo to be only 
about once every thousand years. Even so, zones calculated on Cox's for 
mula would not have included small areas reached by the maximum runups of 
about 60 and 55 feet that were reported during the 1868 and 1946 waves, 
respectively. ?

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 1 studies of potential tsunami inundation 
zones in the islands generally are based on much lower maximum wave 
heights; the zones are regarded as pertaining to an intermediate-height 
wave that represents a 100-year-design tsunami. One such study for a part | 
of Hawaii Island uses a 15-foot maximum ''normal11 wave height to outline a ] 
potential inundation zone. Another study, at the University of Hawaii, | 
outlines less extensive inundation zones for evacuation purposes J 
(W. M. Adams, written commun., 1973), based on certain information } 
available after a tsunami has been generated. *

e
f

In brief, the problem of what potential tsunami inundation zone is valid | 
and useful is highly unsettled, and tsunamis even remotely associated with 
volcanism are a very small part of the problem. Consequently, no poten 
tial tsunami inundation zone is drawn for this report. An evaluation 
based on only the two tsunamis of local origin would indicate that the 
entire south coast of the island and the west coast south of Keahole Point 
should be regarded as having a higher risk, especially to life, than other 
coastal zones of the island. But any specific predictions of inundation 
based on only two events would necessarily be highly intuitive. Moreover, 
it could be highly misleading and even dangerous to show a tsunami hazard 
zone in only the southern part of the island when the historical record 
indicates that the risk is equal or greater along other coastlines. 
Treatment of the overall tsunami inundation problem, however, is far 
beyond the scope of this report.

One or more potential hazard zones could be outlined by assuming certain 
wave heights and applying the formula proposed by Cox (1961). Such a 
study could outline a single zone (or a family of zones) that would show, 
at least roughly, areas of decreasing risk inland. One hazard zone might
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be based on the highest known tsunami runup anywhere in the world 
(slightly more than 100 feet vertically); areas outside such a zone would 
be safe from a tsunami equal to the largest known to man. There is no 
certainty, however, that future waves would not exceed that height. 
Another useful zone might be based on the highest runup reported in the 
Hawaiian Islands (about 60 feet). Both of these zones, however, would 
include very large areas, only a small fraction of which would be affected 
by a tsunami that locally reached even the maximum height. Still other 
zones could be based on Cox's 50-foot and 30-foot values, on the Corps of 
Engineers 1 100-year-design tsunami values, and on even lesser wave heights. 
Establishment of a family of zones rather than only one might signifi 
cantly increase the value of any such study by avoiding loss of future 
usefulness if new wave-height or runup information made the single value 
used for one line obsolete.

Zones of overall relative risk

Plate I and figure 15 show zones of overall relative risk from volcanic 
hazards on the island; they represent a summation of most risks that are 
portrayed on maps and described in previous sections of this report. An 
attempt has been made on these maps to represent risks from several 
hazards and on all the volcanoes on a single scale of progressive increase 
in overall risk. However, the data available are not adequate to make 
rigorous comparisons of severity of one kind of hazard to another, or from 
one volcano to another. Consequently, the maps must be regarded as highly 
interpretive, and to include some intuitive, subjective judgments of those 
factors. In addition, summation of risk worsens the problem of overlap of 
risk in adjacent zones (see p. 3); that is, not all places in one risk 
zone have a lower risk than every place in zones assigned to the next 
higher risk category'.

Most boundaries shown on figure 15 are judgmental (p. 33), and do not 
outline areally well defined zones of risk. Instead, they separate 
general areas of overall greater or lesser risk and indicate the direction 
of increase or decrease of risk. One important boundary is based on a 
physical feature--the junction of the slopes of Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa. 
This boundary is relatively well defined, and separates zones of signifi 
cantly different risk. The boundary represents more than one step in the 
scale of overall risks; the missing zone exists but would be narrow, and 
site investigations probably could delineate it if necessary. The topo 
graphic margin of Kohala Mountain also is fairly well defined by a phys 
ical feature, but the boundary is less important because the risk on both 
sides is judged to be low.

The risk from particle-and-gas clouds was not considered in outlining the 
zones of overall risk. Particle-and-gas clouds can be a severe threat to 
life, but they would only mildly endanger property. Thus, that hazard 
cannot satisfactorily be compared to other hazards that are chiefly 
threats to property. Furthermore, evidence of past frequency and location 
of particle-and-gas clouds is so meager that the severity of the danger 
they represent is virtually indeterminable. Consequently, the areas 
judged to be potentially endangered by particle-and-gas clouds are shown 
by a pattern on figure 15 and plate I.
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Tsunami hazards are not considered on these maps (see p. 50), nor are 
earthquake hazards, because the island is not subdivided in regard to 
risk from those events.

The zone of highest risk (F) shown on figure 15 includes the caldera and 
rift zones of Mauna Loa and Kilauea, narrow areas marginal to them, and 
two narrow coastal areas. The caldera and rift zones are subject to the 
highest risks from all direct hazards. The narrow areas marginal to them 
are added to encompass areas of relatively high risk from falling frag 
ments and gas. In the two coastal zones, the overall risk is high because 
of combined risks from direct hazards, from surface rupture, and from 
sudden subsidence.

Zone E consists of other areas of high risk from direct hazards on the 
slopes of Mauna Loa and Kilauea. Roughly, the risk from lava-flow burial 
and other direct hazards decreases progressively downslope. The accom 
panying decrease in overall risk is modified locally, however, by risks 
from surface rupture and subsidence.

Hualalai volcano is regarded as having a lower overall risk than zone E on 
the flanks of Mauna Loa and Kilauea because Hualalai has had a markedly 
lower frequency of eruption. It is regarded as having a higher overall 
risk than zone D only because Hualalai has erupted in historic time. But 
because it has erupted only once during that time, evaluation of its prob 
ability of eruption is highly speculative. No attempt is made to outline 
specific areas of risk on Mauna Loa comparable to those on Hualalai, 
because too little evidence is available to compare the risk on the two 
volcanoes. Their flanks are not subject to a common or even a related 
source of hazards, and too little evidence of frequency and extent of 
hazards on Hualalai is available. The overall risk on Hualalai probably 
is equivalent to the risk in parts of two zones (D and E) that are shown 
on Mauna Loa.

Risk from lava-flow burial in the three areas of zone D on Mauna Loa and 
Kilauea locally may be lower than that in zone C on Mauna Kea. Zone D, 
however, is subject to some risk from fragments and gases resulting from 
frequent eruptions of Mauna Loa and Kilauea.

Zones C, B, and A are based on differences in risk from direct hazards 
from eruptions of Mauna Kea and Kohala. The risks from eruptions of 
other volcanoes are regarded as not significantly changing those 
boundaries.



OTHER AREAS AT RISK FRCM VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS

Other areas at risk include other islands in the Hawaiian chain and 
several areas in the continental United States. At least one eruption has 
occurred within the last 200 years on the volcano Haleakala on the island 
of Maui, and future activity of that volcano should be expected. A few 
eruptions have also occurred on Oahu within about .the last 12,000 years; 
future eruptions there seem possible, but with a low frequency probably 
less than one per thousand years. Future eruptions on the other islands 
also seem possible, but with an even lower frequency.

In the continental United States, areas of significant potential volcanic 
hazard are identified from the locations of volcanoes that have erupted 
within the last 10,000 years, and the most critical areas are judged to be 
adjacent to those volcanoes that have been active within the last few cen 
turies. Volcanoes that have been active within the last 10,000 years are 
located principally in Alaska and in the Cascade Range of Washington, 
Oregon, and northern California (figs. 16, 17). The volcanoes most active 
in historic time are in a belt that extends from the Aleutian Islands to 
southeastern Alaska (fig. 16). Moreover, at least six volcanoes in the 
Cascade Range have been active in historic time. Elsewhere, scattered 
volcanoes in Washington, Oregon, and California, and also in Idaho, Nevada, 
Arizona, New Mexico, and northwestern Texas, have been active in recent 
geologic time. Areas farther to the east are not likely to be affected 
appreciably by volcanic activity in the foreseeable future.

Thus, important areas of volcanic hazards exist in both Alaska and in the 
Cascade Range, and the predominant hazards there are very different from 
those on the Island of Hawaii. Most of the major volcanoes on the main 
land are relatively explosive; although lava flows are a recognizable 
danger, more significant hazards are represented by fragmental (pyroclas 
tic) material that is erupted into the air or that flows down the flanks 
of a volcano as a suspension of particles and gas (a pyroclastic flow), 
and by volcanic mudflows and floods started by eruptions. All of these 
phenomena can seriously endanger both life and property by burial, dislo 
cation, or other effects, and all except lava flows can extend many tens 
of miles beyond the source volcano.

The areas most endangered by these hazards are downwind and downvalley 
from large, potentially active volcanoes. The probable locations and 
extent of specific endangered areas can be identified by the locations 
of individual volcanoes, the nature of previous eruptions, the direction 
and strength of winds, and the topography of the surrounding country. 
The distribution of pyroclastic fragments thrown into the air depends on 
the height to which they are carried and the strength and direction of 
winds. Coarse, thick deposits accumulate near the vent, but fine vol 
canic ash can cause problems in areas that are hundreds of miles away. 
These materials are spread over the landscape downwind from the volcano 
without regard to the topography.
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9OO KILOMETRES

Figure 16. Locations of historically active volcanoes (triangles) in Alaska.
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In contrast, the distribution patterns of lava flows, pyroclastic flows, 
mudflows, and floods are controlled chiefly by locations of valleys. The 
danger from these volcanic events can be great to both life and property, 
but the events are relatively restricted in areal extent. Even though 
they may spread widely on the flanks of the volcano itself, they become 
increasingly restricted to valley bottoms as they move away from the 
source. Lava flows are generally short and affect only parts of valleys 
closely adjacent to a volcano. Pyroclastic flows, however, extend much 
farther, and mudflows and floods farther yet, to distances of many tens of 
miles from the source volcano. The lowest parts of a valley are most 
endangered by these events, and increasingly higher parts of valley sides 
are progressively less threatened. Pyroclastic flows, however, may be 
accompanied by clouds of hot gas and volcanic ash that can cause death and 
destroy property; these clouds may reach much higher up the sides of a 
valley than does the pyroclastic flow itself. Lava flows, pyroclastic 
flows, and mudflows could also affect water-storage reservoirs in valleys, 
the failure of which could endanger a much larger area downstream than 
could the volcanic phenomena themselves.

Prevention of volcanic eruptions is not feasible, nor is any substantial 
control of the eruptive products. Eruptions near populated areas of the 
continental United States have been so infrequent that reliable prediction 
of the times and places of future volcanic activity is not yet possible. 
Thus, construction of effective diversion dikes or dams to deflect phenom 
ena such as mudflows or pyroclastic flows does not seem to be economically 
feasible. Measures that could prevent or mitigate damage and death from 
eruptions, therefore, are now largely limited to land-use zoning, and to 
evacuation in the event of an impending or actual eruption. The effec 
tiveness of these measures depends on detailed knowledge of the charac 
teristics of volcanoes that endanger the areas in question.

Volcanic-hazard zoning consists of outlining areas near a volcano that are 
judged to have significantly different degrees of risk, or different kinds 
of risk, from eruptions of the volcano. The risk from airborne fragments, 
for example, is highest immediately next to the vent. The risk decreases 
rather gradually downwind in the direction of predominant winds, but 
decreases much more abruptly in other directions from the vent. It may 
even be low closely adjacent to the volcano in an upwind direction. For 
the other volcanic hazards described, the risk generally is high on flanks 
of the volcano. Beyond the flanks, the risk decreases abruptly except in 
valleys that head on the erupting volcano. A high degree of risk extends 
down those valleys and decreases very gradually with distance. At any 
given distance, however, the risk decreases much more abruptly with 
increasing height above the valley floor.

Effective evacuation of people from a threatened area requires installa 
tion of volcano-monitor ing systems by which impending eruptions can be 
detected, development of communications and warning systems by which 
people in threatened areas could be advised of danger, determination of 
safe routes for evacuation, and preparation for the rapid drawdown of 
reservoirs which could be endangered by an eruption. Monitoring devices 
of several kinds (seismographs, seismic-event counters, thermistors) are 
now operating on several potentially dangerous volcanoes in the Cascade



Range, and on at least one volcano in southern Alaska (Mount Augustine). 
Other surveillance methods now being used or tested include repeated 
geodetic measurements to detect the swelling of a volcano that commonly 
precedes an eruption, and repeated infrared surveys from the ground and 
from aircraft and satellites so as to detect changes in emission of heat 
from the volcano that might indicate an impending eruption.

Evaluation of the relative degree of volcanic hazards in various locations 
around a specific volcano, for planning of both zoning and evacuation, 
requires detailed knowledge concerning the likelihood of various kinds of 
eruptions, their relative frequency, amounts of materials that might be 
erupted or shaken down from the volcano, and areas affected in the past. 
This information can be gained only from comprehensive geologic investiga 
tions of a volcano. At present, it is adequate for only Mount Rainier, 
Washington, and the Lassen Peak area in California. Such an investigation 
is now underway at Mount St. Helens, Washington, but the extent and kinds 
of danger from other volcanoes in the Cascade Range and in Alaska are 
poorly known. Some potentially dangerous volcanoes about which too little 
is known for an adequate assessment of potential volcanic hazards, and 
which are situated near a substantial population, include Mount Baker in 
Washington, Mount Hood in Oregon, and Mount Shasta in California. These 
volcanoes will eventually be studied under the USGS program of volcanic 
hazards investigations, but evaluations of the nature and extent of their 
hazards will not be available for many years with the existing program. 
The program could be expanded to provide evaluations of the volcanoes that 
appear most critical at this time within a few years, depending on the 
availability of people and funds.
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